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This chart is from the beginning of 2018 with a 14% approval rating which is within the 6 to 16% range in recent years. After the tax cut passed, the approval ratings for Congress went up to a whopping 20%, but following the government shutdown mess, the most recent polling puts the rating at 15%. Broken down by party, Republicans approval after the tax cut bill passed reached 37%, but has since fallen to 24%. Democrats basically give Congress a 9% approval rating, which has remained pretty constant. Independents – who will be so important in November – approval rating went down from 20% to 13%.
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Again this chart is from the beginning of the year, but it is quite telling. Broken down by party approval rating, Democrats are viewed more favorably with 33% approval rating compared to 26% for Republicans or a 13% difference. Disapproval ratings were are 56% for Republicans and 49% for Democrats. However, a more recent poll done last week has the gap narrowing quite a bit between Republicans and Democrats. Now there is a 5% difference. So one thing to keep in mind – in order for the Democrats to take control of the House, they very likely will need at least a 7 to 9 point approval lead over Republicans.Most recently, broken down by party, Republicans approval after the tax cut bill passed reached 37%, but has since fallen to 24%. Democrats basically give Congress a 9% approval rating, which has remained pretty constant. Independents – who will be so important in November – approval rating went down from 20% to 13%.
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The same poll showed that respondents put the blame largely on Republicans. Also the president’s record low job approval rating has an impact because it historically has been a reflection of his party’s midterm performance. Recent polls show a double digit advantage for voters wanting to see Democrats in charge of Congress.



The House of Representatives

• GOP holds very favorably-drawn districts
• Some states could be redrawn
• Pennsylvania WILL be

• Need to flip 24 seats to take control
• Targeting GOP-held districts Clinton won (23 seats)

• Record number of GOP retirements
• 41 and counting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So going into the 2018 midterm elections, GOP House members do hold very favorably-drawn congressional districts. However, there are several court battles challenging congressional districts due to gerrymandering (Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Wisconsin and Maryland). Very recently, the Supreme Court announced that it would not block a state court ruling requiring that the districts be redrawn. This decision could definitely help Democrats win some of those GOP seats as they will not be as “safe.” And the state court ruling stated that the maps needed to be redrawn before the November election. Democrats would need to flip 24 seats to take control. However, the GOP is seeing a record number of retirements this year, putting many of these seats in play. At least 41 House GOP seats (compared to 16 for the Democrats) will be open in November, and this number keeps growing. This is more than in each of the past three midterm elections when control of the House flipped. And an astonishing 9 of these GOP members are Committee Chairmen.



The House of Representatives

• Special Elections
• Pennsylvania (18)

• Strong Democratic challenger
• Ohio (12)
• Arizona (8)
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Three upcoming special election might give us a hint into what November will bring. First on March 13th Pennsylvania voters from the 18th district will be voting on the replacement for disgraced Representative Tim Murphy who left because it came out that he urged his mistress to get an abortion. While the district is very Republican, the Democratic challenger is a 33-year US Marine Veteran with deep roots in the district and moderate views. Next on April 24 voters in the 8th district of Arizona will be voting for a replacement for Trent Franks, who resigned as a response to the news that he tried to hire a surrogate mother among his staffers. (You can’t make this stuff up.)Finally is the August 7th election to fill the 12th seat in Ohio – Pat Tiberi’s seat. At least 12 candidates have filed to run already.



The House of Representatives

• Some potential pick ups
• CA Darrell Issa (49) and Edward Royce (39)
• IL Peter Roskam (6) and IL Mike Bost (12)
• MI Mike Bishop (8) and MI Open Seat (11)
• NJ Open Seat (11)
• TX John Culberson (7)
• WA Open Seat (8)
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While many of these open Republican seats are in solid GOP districts, there are several that are going to be quite competitive. Two surprise retirements were California’s Darrell Issa and Edward Royce. Both are now seen as potential Democratic pick ups.Another vulnerable seat which took me by surprise is Peter Roskam’s who serves in the GOP leadership. Clinton carried the district by 7 points and Democrats plan to hit him hard on the tax overhaul bill which the state’s Republican governor called “punishing” because of its cap on state and local tax deductions.Michigan’s 8th district seat held my Mike Bishop could be in danger – primarily because his Democratic challenger Elissa Slotkin is so strong with a background at the CIA, Defense Department and State Department along with successful fundraising.The others listed here are those considered toss ups.



What Will Happen?
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The President’s party tends to lose seats in mid-terms. Since 1950 only in 1998 and 2002 did the President’s party gain a few seats, but both of those were during unusually popular presidencies.My prediction – the Democrats will pick up 30-35 seats.



The Senate

• Currently 51 Republicans; 49 Democrats
• Democrats need net 2 seats to take control
• GOP has edge

• 8 GOP seats up
• 26 Democrats (10 in states Trump won)

• What could go wrong for GOP
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Despite the extremely slim majority the Republicans have in the Senate at a 51-49 split, they still have an edge in the 2018 elections. That is because only eight Republican-held seats are up compared to 25 for Democrats. And 10 are in states that Trump won in 2016. Of the 10, five are states that Trump won by more than 18 percentage points.



What Could Go Wrong

• Sub-par Candidates
• Kelli Ward and Joe Arpaio (Arizona)

• Less money
• North Dakota ($571,000 vs. $6 million)
• Montana (less than $500,000)
• Indiana and West Virginia
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Republicans having trouble recruiting top tier candidates. For example, former Tennessee Governor Bill Haslam, former Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty, and Ohio state Treasurer Josh Mandel – all formidable candidates – either said no outright or who have dropped their bids. As a result, Republicans have a tendency to nominate candidates who are too conservative or outlandish for general election voters.  Think Roy Moore. Any Republicans in the room? Work on electrable candidates.. And it has already begun. For example, in Arizona, Kelli Ward, a former state senator, is vying for the Senate seat being vacated by Jeff Flake. She has a background in conspiracy theories and convened a state Senate hearing to examine the hypothesis that the government uses aircraft exhaust to sterilize people or control their minds. Also possibly in the mix is controversial Sheriff Joe Arpaio who has expressed interest in running. Conversely, Democrats are recruiting very formidable candidates so far, with at least 6 being former Army Rangers and Navy SEALS running as Democrats.Republicans are also having trouble matching their Democratic foes in the fundraising arena. For example, in North Dakota Tom Campbell has only raised $570,000 compared to $6 million that Democrat incumbent Heidi Heitkamp has in the bank. In Montana, challengers hoping to unseat Jon Tester have raised less than $500,000. And in Indiana and West Virginia, the Democratic incumbents have enormous fundraising leads. For perspective, in 2016 two incumbents that were defeated – Mark Kirk in Illinois and Kelly Ayotte in New Hampshire faced challengers with more money.



Most Vulnerable Senate Seats

• Republican Seats
• Dean Heller (Nevada)
• Open seat in Arizona
• Tennessee – will Corker return?

• Democratic seats
• Joe Manchin (West Virginia) 
• Heidi Heitkamp (North Dakota)
• Joe Donnelly (Indiana)
• Claire McCaskill (Missouri)
• Bill Neslon (Florida)
• Tammy Baldwin (Wisconsin)
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The most endangered GOP incumbent is Dean Heller from Nevada. First off he faces a pretty strong primary challenger Danny Tarkanian which apparently is a famous name in that his father Jerry coached the University of Nevada Runnin Rebels to the 1990 college basketball title. However, Tarkanian is being backed by Steve Bannon so that might hurt him a little. In Arizona, the race will hinge on who the GOP candidate is and how moderate. The Democrat Rep. Kirsten Synema will be a strong challenger.Finally, the Tennessee Senate seat currently held by Bob Corker is turning very interesting. I think if he gets back in, it will muddy the waters and cause trouble for the GOP chances. However, Rep. Marsha Blackburn, who would be the expected nominee in recent polls is behind her challenger former Governor Phil Bredesen. Certainly one to watch.Across the aisle, Clinton only won 26% of the vote in West Virginia  in 2016 which could spell trouble for incumbent Joe Manchin. In North Dakota, she only captured 27% of the vote. So both Manchin and Hetikamp (who will likely face a very tough challenge by Rep. Kevin Cramer) are going to have to attract some Trump supporters to win reelection. Indiana, Missouri and Florida also are precarious as Clinton won less than 40% of the vote in these states. Joe Donnelly will face a strong competitor as all three running in the primary have name recognition and experience. Claire McCaskill – whose last two reelections she was expected to losebut won primarily because of weak GOP candidates. However, this year she will face Attorney General Josh Hawley – a strong contender. And Bill Nelson could lose if Governor Rick Scott decides to get into the race.In Wisconsin, Tammy Baldwin faces a very tough challenge by Gov. Scott Walker. Republicans can lose both Arizona and Nevada, but if they pick up only one of these Democratic seats, they retain the majority at a 50-50 split.



What Will Happen?
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And I would predict that the Republicans will retain control of the Senate and gain 2-3 seats.
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